MOBILE POWER SOLUTIONS

AGT 10000
SPECIFICATIONS
Generator

Panda 10000 PSC
Liquid-cooled AC Generator

Constant Output

7.5 kW at 3000m / +50°C

Output Voltage

230V / 400V 3- phase 50 Hz

Output Current

3 x 11 A

Start System

24V Electrical

Engine Manufacturer

Kubota

Engine Type

D902

Engine Cylinders

3

Engine Operating Temp. Range

-32°C up to +55°C (other temperature ranges on request)

Fuel Types

F 34, F 54 ,Standard automotive diesel fuel, kerosene, JP 8, JP 5, JET A

Approx. Fuel Consumption

1.5 - 5.0 l/h

Fuel Supply

Integrated Fuel Tank ( 60 litre capacity)

Frame / Mounting

Self contained unit mounted on frame with forklift pockets

Cooling System

Integrated radiator and fans mounted vertically for cooling

Instrumentation & Electrical

Integrated electrical cabinet with instruments and connections

Approx APU weight*

600 kg (dry)

1)

Due to our policy of continual product development, we reserve the right to alter these specifications without notice.
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AGT 10000

FISCHER PANDA GENERATORS AND APUS FOR

DC LIQUID COOLED GENERATORS/AUXILIARY

voltage. The engine speed adjusts to match the

With ease of maintenance in mind, Fischer

Fischer Panda DC Generators enhance vehicle

and lower exhaust emissions.

MILITARY APPLICATIONS:

Panda has designed a diverse selection of

diesel power solutions, meeting a wide range of

MIL-STD requirements especially concerning EMI
levels and IR signatures, exhaust emissions and
operating sound levels.

Fischer Panda has a comprehensive internal

design engineering staff which is highly qualified
and experienced in unique and custom designs.
Fischer Panda is fully export compliant.

FISCHER PANDA TECHNICAL SERVICE AND
SUPPORT:

Fischer Panda is fully staffed with qualified and

experienced engineers as well as highly trained
technicians to ensure customer assistance

should the need arise. In most cases, our support
team is able to resolve issues via phone and/or

email/photos by interacting with the technician.

small

light

POWER UNITS (APU)

systems with powerful charging capabilities

load with significant fuel savings, reduced wear

and enabling silent running. The AGT5000 PE-150

COMBINED GENERATORS AND ENVIRONMENTAL

maintaining battery systems onboard M113

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL UNITS

Series, for example, is perfect for automatically
and M577 tracked vehicles. Fischer Panda has
DC APUs in use on a number of other vehicles
among which include the LAV, AAV and M88.
AC LIQUID COOLED GENERATORS

Fischer Panda AC generators supply power with
a very clean sine wave suitable for sensitive

electrical equipment. They are also capable of
providing sufficient power for starting heavier
equipment such as environmental control

units (ECUs). The Asynchronous generators

can load switch but not load share. The SST

CONTROL UNITS AND SPECIALIZED

Although Environmental Control Units are not our
main product line, we do have the capability of

meeting the customer’s needs when it comes to
designing and building ECUs.

In one case, the customer wanted to put the
generator and the ECU in the tunnel and we

were able to deliver the prototype in 6 months.
It is a 10kW single phase generator and the

2-ton ECU on the same framework, yet the ECU

is able to operate from either generator or shore
power.

25 PMG’s permanent magnet technology

In another case, the customer had a mobile

eight generators. This function facilitates the

be able to purge the interior air supply of their

25 Generator is capable of running at variable

in the purge feature and we were also able to

allows paralleling/load sharing with up to

lab which tested fuel samples and needed to

management of peak power demands. The SST

shelter prior to technicians entering. We designed

speed while maintaining constant frequency and

make the 6-ton ECU NBC ready.
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